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Installation of Image Monitor System, as known as PAMS, must be 

taken charge by authorizer of the company or professional technical 

maintenance staff in local service center. Without company’s permission, 

users may not optionally dismantle and assemble or repair this system, or 

face repercussions.   

1 Considerations 

 First, it’s necessary to illustrate clearly how to install to car , especially 

the place where should be perforated. 

 Don’t connect connectors suddenly. Make clear the interface flags first 

and try out with a little bit of strength, then insert to the end after 

interfaces aligning. 

 It’s not recommended to pull the wire with great strength. In order to 

avoid breaking the wire, please send wire with one hand and receive it 

with the other hand.  

2 Wiring diagram 

 

blue: connect to the reverse detection of 

navigation device 
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Blue: connect to the reverse detection of navigation device, connect all to the cameras ; 

yellow: connect to the power wire of the vehicle; pink: connect to the ACC wire of the 

vehicle ; gray: connect to the reverse wire of the vehicle; black: connect the earth wire 

of the vehicle. 

3 Determination of the host position 

First, confirm where to place the host. Please keep away from the place where 

water inflows or splashes and where is high temperature and humidity when you choose 

place to install the equipment. For daily use, pay special attention to make sure the 

equipment is not splashed when the car is washing or air-condition is open. Please stick 

the host to the chose location via double-sided adhesive. 

Note: please strictly accordance with operation specification when wiring, 

otherwise it’s possible that the car failure occurs by your own responsibility.   

4 Camera wiring mode 

4.1 Front Camera wiring  

Front camera wiring : the camera should be located in the front hit net. Make sure 

camera wiring keeps pace with original vehicle circuit to avoid high temperature part in 

engine (figure4.1), then goes into the cockpit following original car wire harness. 

(figure4.2), finally connects to the host.   

        
    fig4.1 Front camera wiring mode           fig4.2 The place from where the front camera 

goes into the cockpit 
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4.2 Back Camera wiring  

Back camera wiring : it’s suggested to run the wire following the reverse signal wire of the 

vehicle or on any place which does not affecting vehicle’s normal use. (figure4.3). The wire should 

then go into the cockpit (figure4.4) and finally connect to the host. 

         

fig4.3 Back camera wiring mode                 fig4.4 The place from where the back  

camera goes into the cockpit 

4.3 Right left camera wiring  

Aware not to affect the functionality of the door glass, and make sure that the camera wire 

would not be cut by the up and down-going of the glass. First run the wire following the wire 

harness of the vehicle (figure 4.5.), then pull it into the cockpit (figure4.6). Finally connect it to the 

host. 

        

       fig4.5 Right left camera wiring mode     fig4.6 The place from where the right left 

camera goes into the cockpit 

 


